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Abstract— This work proposes a comparative study of algorithms used for attribute selection in text clusterization in the scientific literature with the Cassiopeia algorithm. The aim of the Cassiopeia model is to allow for knowledge Discovery in textual bases in distinct and/or antagonistic domains using both Summarization and Clusterizations as part of the process of obtaining this knowledge. Hence, our intention is to achieve an improvement in the measurement of clusters as well as to solve the problem of high dimensionality in the knowledge discovery of textual bases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the greatest problems when it comes to accessing information is the precise identification of subjects included in a given textual document. This search is normally conducted manually. For human beings, this type of search is fairly straightforward. However, automated systems find this task extremely difficult and computationally costly.

For the automatic recovery of information to work the searches must be conducted so as to approximate natural language as much as possible. Human language that is less deterministic, more flexible and open-ended, offers the user the possibility of formulating complex issues with greater ease, thereby allowing them to locate the most relevant documents. However, language’s semantic wealth imposes a fair share of limitations to automated search systems.

This field presents challenges in regards to the enormous amount of information available and there is a need for the development of new means of accessing and manipulation large quantities of textual information. A specific problem in the field is the surplus of information, which in turn is connected to the localization of relevant information, the identification and extraction of knowledge embedded in the important information that was found. After identifying the relevant information, it is clear that it was not found in isolation, but accompanied by a range of other information, or spread out in a number of documents, and, hence, one needs to analyze the content of these pieces of information and filter or extract the data that is truly important.

A field called Knowledge Discovery from Texts – or KDT [7], [29], [26], [16] and [20] – is concerned with the process of recovering, filtering, manipulating and summarizing knowledge that has been extracted from large sources of textual information and then presenting this knowledge to the end user by using a series of resources, which generally differ from the original resources. By employing Text Mining (TM) techniques in the field of KDT, according to [20], we are able to transform large volumes of information – which tend to be unstructured – into useful knowledge that is many times innovative, even for companies that make use of the information. The use of TM allows us to extract knowledge from rough (unstructured) textual information, providing elements that support Knowledge Management, which refers to a method of reorganizing the way in which knowledge is created, used, shared, stored and evaluated. Text Mining in knowledge management takes place in the transformation of content from information repositories to knowledge that can be analyzed and shared by the organization [31]. Text Mining is a field within technological research whose purpose is the search for patterns, trends and regularities in texts written in natural language. It usually refers to the process of extracting interesting and non-trivial information from unstructured texts. In this way, it looks to transform implicit knowledge into explicit knowledge [6] and [19]. The TM process was inspired in the Data Mining process, which consists of the “non-trivial extraction of implicit information, previously unknown and potentially useful in data” [8]. It’s an interdisciplinary field that encompasses Natural Language Processing, specifically Computational Linguistics, Machine Learning, Information Recovery, Data Mining, Statistics and Information Visualization. For [15], TM is the result of the symbiosis of all these fields. There are many aims when it comes to applying the process of TM: the creation of summaries, clusterization (of texts), language identification, extraction of terms, text categorization, management of electronic mail, management of documents and market research and investigation.

The focus of this work is to use text clusterization, which is a technique that is employed when one does not know the classes of elements in the available domain and, hence, the aim is to automatically divide elements into groups according to a given criterion of affinity or similarity. Clusterization aids in the process of knowledge discovery in texts, facilitating the identification of patterns in the classes [11].

The aim of this work is to compare the Cassiopeia method with other clusterization methods described in the literature, in which the attribute is identified in the pre-processing phase by word frequency and, according to [12], this is the most important phase of clusterization and the one that will determine its success and thereby affect knowledge discovery.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Cassiopeia model is described. In Section 3, the simulation methodology is explained. Section 4 shows the results obtained in the experiments and Section 5 presents the conclusion and future works.

II. THE CASSIOPEIA MODEL

The Cassiopeia model illustrated in Figure 1 starts with text entry for knowledge discovery. These texts undergo the pre-processing phase, where they are prepared for the computational process, i.e., the case folding technique is employed, in which all letters are transformed into lower case, as well as other procedures, such as removing all existing pictures, tables and markings. The text thus presents a compatible format for being processed.
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Still in the pre-processing stage, the summarization process is employed with the aim of decreasing the number of words for the clustering process which occurs in the knowledge extraction stage. It thus renders high dimensionality and sparse data viable (a problem in the TM field) by not employing the similarity matrix shown in Figure 2 in the knowledge extraction stage. Moreover, it makes it possible to keep stopwords, thus providing language independence. Explanations regarding the lack of use of the similarity matrix and the keeping of stopwords are detailed in items II.A and II.B.

After the pre-processing phase is finalized, the Cassiopeia model begins the knowledge extraction stage, which employs the text clustering process by similarity. This process is detailed in item II.B.

The clusters then created possess a vector of words called cluster centroids, whose words are highly relevant for each cluster and where these are pertinent in relation to the clustered texts. After reclustering new texts, which occurs in the knowledge extraction stage, other clusters, subclusters or a fusion of these clusters may emerge [17]. According to [34], due to dimensionality the word vectors adopt a threshold that is also another important point for solving the problem of high dimensionality and sparse data in TM. However, due to reclustering, it can suffer alterations before arriving at its stabilization value, i.e., the degree of pertinence of each word in each cluster, as shown by Figure 1. The reason for this threshold is explained in item II.B.

These clusters are hierarchically classified top-down. Reclustering occurs until the moment the centroids of each cluster become stable, i.e., they do not undergo further alterations.

As soon as the knowledge extraction stage is over, the post-processing stage begins. In this stage, each one of the clusters or subclusters of texts in the Cassiopeia model contains, according to similarity, a set of summarized texts with a high degree of information content and with main ideas, a characteristic of summarized texts. These texts clustered by similarity are important for knowledge discovery in the Cassiopeia model.

A. Summarization in the Cassiopeia Model employed in the pre-processing stage

The pre-processing stage refers to cleaning the texts in order to facilitate the next stage.

In the Cassiopeia model, as shown by Figure 1, the texts are prepared to be processed, where case folding techniques are employed and the images, tables and markings are removed. This phase also sees the emergence of the first contribution of the Cassiopeia model, which is the addition of the summarization process.

1) Text Summarization Concept

Summarization can be defined as reduced texts that transmit main and more relevant ideas of an original text, clearly and objectively, without losing information [4]. The need for simplification and summarization is justified by the increase in the volume of information available in means of communication (mainly the Internet) and by the lack of time to read texts of different kinds [9]. As a consequence of this process, readers are unable to absorb the whole content of the original texts. Therefore, an abstract is a summary that aims to capture the main idea the author intended to portray and transmit it in a few lines to the reader.

Automatic summarization (AS) used in the Cassiopeia Model is extractive following the empirical approach, also known as the superficial approach. This technique uses statistical or superficial methods that identify the most relevant segments of the source text, producing the summaries by means of juxtaposition of extracted sentences, without any modification in relation to the order of the original text.

Another important factor worth highlighting in this stage of the Cassiopeia model is the maintenance of stopwords, which is rendered viable with the addition of the summarization process. Stopwords are closed sets of words and they are formed by articles, pronouns, interjections and prepositions. The Cassiopeia model keeps the stopwords, unlike other research studies in this field which remove them in order to diminish the volume of words in the knowledge extraction stage. Keeping stopwords represents an important achievement for the Cassiopeia model as it becomes independent of language.
B. Text clustering technique employed in the knowledge extraction stage of the Cassiopeia Model

The knowledge extraction stage is basically the application of text mining algorithms. The algorithms and techniques employed in this stage can be divided into two categories, according to [17]: knowledge generation that uses techniques for generating knowledge from information contained in a certain text and knowledge extraction that uses techniques to extract knowledge that is explicit in the text. The Cassiopeia model employs the clustering technique to generate knowledge from textual documents.

According to [5], text clustering is an entirely automatic process that divides a collection into clusters of texts with similar content. The way in which the Cassiopeia model conducts clustering is described in the three phases below, as suggested by publications by [10] and [11].

a) First Phase - (Identification of Attributes)

The Cassiopeia model selects word characteristics in the text using relative frequency. It defines the importance of an expression according to how often the term is found in the text. The more a term appears in the text, the more important this term is for that text. Relative frequency is calculated by equation (1). This formula normalizes the result of absolute frequency of words, preventing small documents from being represented by small vectors and large documents from being represented by large vectors.

$$F_{rel} = \frac{F_{abs}}{N}$$

With normalization, all documents are represented by vectors of the same size. Whereas $F_{rel}$ is equal to the relative frequency of $X$, $F_{abs}$ is equal to the absolute frequency of $X$, i.e., the number of times $X$, which is the word, appears in the document and $N$ is equal to the total number of words in the text.

Considered a spatial vector, each word represents a dimension (there are as many dimensions as there are different words in the text). This is a high dimensionality and sparse data problem that is common in TM and starts being treated by the Cassiopeia model during the pre-processing phase, where the summarization is conducted, thus causing significant reduction in the dimensionality space and sparse data.

b) Second phase - (Selection of Attributes)

The Cassiopeia model identifies similarity using a similarity measure. The Cassiopeia model uses [3] set theoretic inclusion, a simple inclusion measure that evaluates the presence of words in two compared texts. If the word appears in both texts, the value one (1) is added to the meter; if not, zero (0) is added. At the end, the degree of similarity is a value between 0 and 1, calculated by the average; i.e., the total amount of the meter (commons) divided by the total number of words in both texts (without counting repetitions). The fact that one word is more important in certain texts or how often it appears is not taken into consideration in this calculation. In the Cassiopeia model, this problem is solved with another function described by [23], which calculates the average, however using weights for each word. Therefore, it considers the fact that words appear with different importance in the texts. In this case, the weight of the words is based on relative frequency. The similarity value is calculated by the average between the average weights of common words. That is, when the word appears in both documents, the average weights are added up instead of adding the value one (1). At the end, the average of the total number of words in both documents is calculated.

In this phase, once again there is an attempt to minimize the problem caused by high dimensionality and sparse data. The Cassiopeia model uses a similarity threshold [34], where words (characteristics) whose importance (frequency) is lower than the similarity value are simply ignored in order to compose the vector of words in the text. The Cassiopeia model also defines a maximum number of 50 positions (truncation) for the vectors [34].

With similarity calculations, the definition of the similarity threshold, and vector truncation, the Cassiopeia model defines the selection of attributes.

In this phase of the clustering process there is a cohort that represents the average frequency of words obtained with similarity calculations. Then the organization of vectors proceeds in decreasing value, as represented by Figure 3. The Cassiopeia model employs a similarity threshold that undergoes a change in the clustering and a variation from 0.1 to 0.7 and a vector truncation with 50 positions and a vector truncation with 50 positions with 25 words to the left of the frequency average and the 25 words to the right.

According to [27], the Zipf[36] curve shown in Figure 3 (an adaptation for the Cassiopeia model) has three distinct areas. The area defined as I is where trivial or basic information is found, with greater frequency; area II is where interesting information is found; and area III is where noises are found. The stopwords are found in area I. It is common for clustering jobs to achieve a first cohort, based on the Zipf curve denominated by [27] as area I, to remove the stopwords, which are the most commonly found words. This occurs still in the pre-processing stage. Then there are many techniques for creating the second cohort. The variation of these cohorts is known as Luhn[18] threshold and can be appreciated in detail in researches by [27],[28], [29] and [22].

The first cohort causes the algorithms to become language-dependent, since it needs a list of these stopwords for each language. This first cohort is necessary because clusterers work with a similarity matrix (shown in Figure 2), defined by [34] as containing similarity values among all the elements of the referred dataset. According to [33], not conducting this cohort (removal of stopwords) would cause a high dimensionality and sparse data problem, which grows exponentially with its text base and generates a crucial problem in the TM field.

The selection of attributes in the Cassiopeia model shown in Figure 3, formalized in equation 2 and added by summarization at the pre-processing phase guarantees the elimination of stopwords, thus rendering language independence. In addition to language independence, another important factor in the Cassiopeia model is that it does not use
a similarity matrix, and this assures a possible solution for the problem of high dimensionality and sparse data in TM.

The lack of similarity matrix shown in Figure 2 has been replaced, in the Cassiopeia model, by the use of vectors in each cluster called centroids, thus avoiding the calculation for distance, which is common for clusters that use the similarity matrix. The Cassiopeia model calculates similarity using the procedures cited in item II.B. of this article during phase 1 and phase 2. In order to keep this structure of vectors (centroids), the Cassiopeia model uses the Hierarchical Clustering method and Cliques algorithm, discussed in phase 3.
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Figure 2. Similarity Matrix obtained through Eurekha1 [34] using corpus TeMário [25].

**a) Establish the average frequency of the words in the document based on the Zipf Curve.**

\[
\int (k; s; N) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{1}{n^s} \tag{2}
\]

Where: \( N \) is the number of elements; \( k \) stands for classification; \( s \) is the value of the exponent that characterizes the distribution.
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Figure 3. Selection of Attribute in the Cassiopeia model.

1 The Eurekha analyzes the content of texts and identifies those that contain the same subject. These documents with similar content are assigned to a single cluster. At the end of the review process, the software offers the user the different clusters found and their respective documents.

**b) Choose the 25 words to the left of the average and the 25 words to the right of it.**

**c) Third Phase**

The Cassiopeia model uses the Hierarchical Clustering method that, by analyzing dendograms built, defines the previous number of clusters. With the Cliques algorithm, which belongs to the a graph-theoretic class, whose graph formed is illustrated in Figure 4, the elements are only added to a cluster if its degree of similarity is greater than the threshold defined for all elements present in the clusters and not only in relation to the central element.

In this case, according to [11], the clusters tend to be more cohesive and better quality, once the elements are more similar or close. Algorithm 1 describes the steps of the Cliques Algorithm.

![Figure 4. Graphic representation of the Clique Algorithm.](image)

**Algorithm 1 – Clique Algorithm:**

1. Select next Object and add it to a new cluster;
2. Look for a similar object;
3. Se este objeto for similar a todos os objetos do cluster, adicioná-lo;
4. Enquanto houver objetos, voltar ao passo 2;
5. Return to step 1.

**C. Cassiopeia model and post-processing phase**

In the post-processing stage, the Cassiopeia model ends with summarized texts clustered by similarity. The Cassiopeia model employs descriptive analysis throughout its knowledge extraction stage, which, according to [22] produces new knowledge based on textual data obtained from standards that can be interpreted by humans. [22] states that these descriptive activities use unsupervised algorithms, which extract data patterns from unlabeled data. [22] concludes that the main task of MT is to obtain association rules, clustering, and summarization.

According to [17] and [34], in this phase it is possible to obtain the assessment of knowledge discovery, analyzing the resulting clusters with the texts contained in each cluster. According to [2], a problem generated by high dimensionality in TM is understanding the extracted knowledge.

The Cassiopeia model allows for an easier way to obtain knowledge compared to other text clustering because its texts are summarized, i.e., they have a much smaller number of sentences and these have a much greater degree of
information\(^2\) which is guaranteed by summarization used in the pre-processing stage.

Texts clustered during post-processing in the Cassiopeia model allow document recovery and the analysis of recovered documents may lead to obtaining similar documents, all this in summarized form and displaying high degree of information, thus providing knowledge discovery.

The Cassiopeia model still does not, but may subsequently facilitate, the identification of categories by means of the characteristics contained in each word vector. In academic literature, this technique is called cluster analysis, as defined by [27]. As this technique has still not been incorporated by the Cassiopeia model, it will be commented in Section 5A.

### III. Methodology

This paper’s contribution lies in the fact that the Cassiopeia model includes the text summarization in the pre-processing stage in order to improve clustering measurement and it additionally provides a new variation of Luhn [18] cohort thresholds. Therefore, measurement improvement occurs in the external and internal metrics in clusters of the Cassiopeia model. In order to verify this contribution, the following simulation methodology was created: the corpus used is described in item III.A of this article. The choice of summarizers is detailed in item III.B. In order to verify the contribution of this research, external and internal metrics were chosen that are commonly used in measuring the clustering process and commented in detail in item III.C.

Compression percentages were defined to be used in summarized texts. Each text was summarized by summarization algorithms of 50%, 70%, 80% and 90%.

The original texts, i.e., with summarization, were submitted to the knowledge extraction process of the Cassiopeia model. After each one of the texts obtained with the summarization algorithms with their respective compression percentages of 50%, 70%, 80% and 90%, they were also alternately submitted to the knowledge extraction process of the Cassiopeia model. Each one of these processes generated in the Cassiopeia model were submitted to a repetition of 100 steps to generate, at the end, a median average for each set of external or internal metrics obtained in clusterings. The results of the set of standards of all metrics (external and internal) were individually compared with texts lacking summarization and summarized texts with its compression percentages and summarization algorithms. These results are shown and analyzed in Section 4 of this paper.

#### A. Corpus

For this experiment, original texts and summarized texts extracted from their original versions were used as corpus, in Portuguese and English.

In Portuguese, the texts are included among journalistic, legal and medical domains, totalizing 300 original texts, or 100 texts per domain.

For the legal domain, the chosen texts were scientific articles taken from a legal website (www.direitonet.com.br) between Feb-09-2010 to Feb-14-2010 and are separated by the following fields: Environmental, Civil, Constitutional, Consumer, Family, Criminal, Social Security, Procedural and Employment Law.

In the medical domain, the texts are also composed of scientific articles taken from a scientific website (www.scielo.br) between Feb-09-2010 and Feb-14-2010 and are separated by the following fields: Cardiology, Dermatology, Epidemiology, Gynecology, Hematology, Neurology, Oncology, Orthopedics and Pediatrics.

In the journalist domain, the corpus TeMário 2004 [25] was used with texts extracted from the online newspaper Folha de São Paulo and are distributed throughout five sections: Special, International, World, Opinion and Politics.

As for texts in the English language, there was also domain variation, but only for the journalistic and medical domains, totalizing 200 original texts. In the legal texts with the established criteria of this work, they were not found in a database with the same characteristics (mainly gratuity).

The journalistic texts were taken from Reuters news agency (www.reuters.com) between Apr-27-2010 to Apr-30-2010 and are separated by the following fields: Economy, Entertainment, G-20, Green Business, Health, Housing Market, Politics, Science, Sports and Technology.

The medical texts included scientific articles from a scientific website (www.scielo.org) between Apr-09-2010 and Apr-17-2010 and are separated by the following fields: Cardiology, Dermatology, Epidemiology, Geriatrics, Genecology, Hematology, Neurology, Oncology, Orthopedics and Pediatrics.

It is worth highlighting that these texts have already been classified, according to each field, into the textual databases where they were found. This classification is important because it serves as a reference for the external measure of the research using classification by specialists.

In order to complete this methodology there was language variation (English and Portuguese), then domain variation (journalistic and medical for both languages and legal just for Portuguese). Text summarizers were chosen according to the specifications detailed in item III.B, and there were seven for each language (note that random functions were executed three times on the same text and in each language). Finally, each summarizer used for each domain with 100 texts the compressions of 50%, 70%, 80% and 90%. For this experiment, a total of 30,000 summarized texts were used, 18,000 of which were in Portuguese and 12,000 of which were in English.

\(^2\) The degree of information of a text is measured according to the world knowledge of the person it is destined for. In other words, a text possesses high degree of information when a more broad understanding of this text depends on the reader’s cultural repertoire.
B. Summarizers

Professional and literature summarizers were chosen for the simulation. As criteria for choosing summarization algorithms of these experiments, we picked those which had the possibility of defining percentages of compression per word. Thus it was possible to have 50%, 70%, 80% and 90% of the original text.

For the summarization process in Portuguese, three summarizers were used, as found in literature:

The Supor by [20] which selects, to compose the extract, the sentences that include the most commonly used words in the original text. The Gist_Average_Keyword by [24], where the sentence score may be calculated by one of two simple statistical methods: the keyword method or the average keyword method. Gist_Intrasentence also by [24] conducts the exclusion of stopwords in all sentences. For the summarization process in English, three summarizers were used, one professional and another literature, which is available in the web: Copernic and Intellexer Summarizer Pro are professional summarizers and their algorithms are considered black boxes. SewSum by [14] is a literature summarizer. For each language, SewSum uses a lexicon for mapping flexed word forms, from the content to its respective root.

Four additional functions were also developed: FA1_S_Stopwords, FA2_S_Stopwords, FA1_C_Stopwords e FA2_C_Stopwords, all randomly choosing sentences from the original text, based on words. This occurs for texts in both English and Portuguese. The functions FA1_S_Stopwords and FA2_S_Stopwords remove the stopwords from the texts before the choice for reducing the number of words before the randomization process. As for FA1_C_Stopwords and FA2_C_Stopwords, these do not remove the stopwords. These functions adopt the two-method variation, due to the chosen percentage (%) and compression. Functions FA2 finish summarization when they achieve the compression percentage, regardless of where they are in the sentence. As for the FA1 functions, these are kept until the end of the sentence, thus not respecting the established compression percentage. Because they are random functions, each one received the summarization process three times in each text, in order to obtain a mean average. This number of repetitions was chosen based on observations of corpus tests, and no significant increase was verified in the average that could justify a larger number of summarizations using any one of the random functions.

C. Metrics

The process of clustering by similarity is by definition unsupervised. This way, there are no predefined classes and examples that indicate the characteristics of the data set.

According to [13] the evaluation of clusters may be distributed into three broad metric categories: External or Supervised Metrics; Internal or Unsupervised Metrics; and Relative Metrics, which are not used in this study.

For external or supervised metrics, the clustering results are assessed by a structure of predefined classes that reflects the opinion of a human specialist. For this kind of metric, according to [30], the following measures are used: Precision, Recall, and as a harmonic measure of these two metrics, F-Measure.

For internal or unsupervised metrics, the only information used are contained in the clusters generated to conduct the evaluation of results, i.e., external information is not used. The most commonly used standards for this purpose, according to [20] and [1], are Cohesion, Coupling, and as a harmonic measure of these two metrics, Silhouette Coefficient. With the aim of validating the results, this experiment used external and internal metrics and the following were defined.

1) External Metrics

\[ \text{Precision (P)} = \frac{\text{tlcd}_i \times 100}{t_{gi}} \]  

Where \( tlcd \) is the local sum of the dominant category of cluster \( i \) and \( t_{gcd} \) is the global sum of the dominant category of cluster \( i \) in the process.

\[ \text{F-Measure (F)} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision (P)} \times \text{Recall (R)}}{\text{Precision (P)} + \text{Recall (R)}} \]  

2) Internal Metrics

\[ \text{Cohesion (C)} = \frac{\sum_{i,j} \text{Sim} (P_i, P_j)}{n(n-1)/2} \]  

Where \( \text{Sim} (P_i, P_j) \) calculates the similarity between texts \( i \) and \( j \) belonging to cluster \( P \), \( n \) is the number of texts in cluster \( P \), and \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) are members of cluster \( P \).

\[ \text{Coupling (A)} = \frac{\sum_{i,j} \text{Sim} (C_i, C_j)}{n_i(n_s-1)/2} \]  

Where \( C \) is the centroid of a certain cluster present in \( P \), \( \text{Sim} (C_i, C_j) \) calculates the similarity of text \( i \) belonging to cluster \( P \) and text \( j \) does not belong to \( P \), \( C_i \) centroid of cluster \( P \) and \( n_s \) is the number of clusters present in \( P \).

\[ \text{Silhouette Coefficient (S)} = \frac{b(i) - a(i)}{\max(a(i), b(i))} \]  

Where \( a(i) \) is the average distance between the \( i \)-th element of the cluster and the other elements of the same cluster. Value \( b(i) \) is the minimum distance between the \( i \)-th element of the cluster and any other cluster that does not contain the element and \( max \) is the greatest distance between \( a(i) \) and \( b(i) \). The Silhouette Coefficient of a cluster is the mean average of the coefficients calculated for each element belonging to the cluster.
Shown in Equation 9 $S = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_i$. Value S ranges from 0 to 1.

D. Attribute Identification Method

This is where the characteristics of the words in the text are selected using methods that have received the most attention in works related to the field of non-supervised attribute selection in textual documents. They are described below.

a) Ranking by Term Frequency- (RTF)

Ranking by frequency uses the concept of TF as scoring measure for a given attribute, giving more value to the term that appears most frequently throughout the entire collection [35]. This count is usually normalized to avoid a bias towards longer documents so as to place a measure of importance of a given document $d_j$. Hence, one gets the term frequency, defined as follows:

$$n_{i,j} = \sum_{k} n_{i,k,j}$$

$n_{i,j}$ is the number of occurences of the term that is under consideration $(i \in t)$ in the document $d_j$, and the denominator is the sum of the number of occurences of all the terms in document $d_j$ in other words, the size of the document $|d_j|$. 

b) Ranking by Document Frequency- (RDF)

This method calculates the number of documents in which the terms appear. It takes into account the fact that the terms that appear in few documents are not relevant to the collection and therefore can be ignored. Formally, this can be obtained as follows:

$$w_{i,d} = \left(1 + \log tf_{i,d}\right) \log_{10} \left(\frac{N}{df_t}\right)$$

Where $df_t$ is the document frequency of $t$: the number of documents that contain $t$.

- $df_t$ is the inverse measure of the informativity of $t$; $df_t \leq N$. $idf$ (inverse document frequency) of $t$. We use log (N/df) instead of N/df to soften the effect of the idf.

\begin{align*}
c) \text{Inverse Document Frequency- (TFIDF)} & \\
\quad idf_i = \log \frac{|D|}{|\{d : t_i \in d\}|} \quad (12) 
\end{align*}

- $|D|$ represents the total number of documents in the corpus or collection;
- $|\{d : t_i \in d\}|$: Number of documents in which the term $t_i$ appears $i$ which is $n_{i,j} \neq 0$. If the term is not in the corpus, this will lead to a division by zero. Hence, the common usage is $1 + |\{d : t_i \in d\}|$.

To measure the importance of a term $i$ in a document $j$, the following calculation is used: $tf-idf_{i,j}$ where $tf-idf_{i,j} = tf_{i,j} \times idf_i$,[19].

IV. RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Due to the large volume of data obtained by the results of the experiments, we have chosen to present only a few significant graphs focusing on the harmonic measures in the external metric, which is F-Measure, as well as in the internal metric, which is the Silhouette Coefficient. The results that are presented in figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 are the averages of the sums of the measures obtained from each summarizer in each of the simulated methods. Although they are not included in this work, it’s worth highlighting that results were generated for all the metrics explained in item C, for both the Portuguese and English-language texts, in all the domains (journalistic, legal and medical), and for all different compression levels (50%, 70%, 80% and 90%). However, due to size constraints, it was impossible to include all of these results.

Figure 3 illustrates the external metric and the harmonic measure F-Measure, in which the Cassiopeia method displayed superior results in 7 out of 12 possible results considering domains and compressions, which corresponds to 58.33% of the entire sample.

In Figure 3, where the external metric and the harmonic measure F-Measure was used, the Cassiopeia method displayed superior results in 2 out of 8 possible results considering domains and compressions, which corresponds to 25% of the entire sample.

Figure 4 illustrates the external metric and the harmonic measure Silhouette Coefficient, in which the Cassiopeia method displayed superior results in all of the possible results considering domains and compressions, which corresponds to 100% of the sample. It’s important to note that, in contrast to the results from Figure 3, in which the best results alternated between the Cassiopeia method with and without Stopwords, in
In Figure 6, the superior results were obtained exclusively with the Cassiopeia method that uses stopwords.

In Figure 6, the superior results were obtained exclusively with the Cassiopeia method that uses stopwords.

Figure 4, the superior results were obtained exclusively with the Cassiopeia method that uses stopwords.

In Figure 6, the superior results were obtained exclusively with the Cassiopeia method that uses stopwords.

In Figure 6, the superior results were obtained exclusively with the Cassiopeia method that uses stopwords.
to even more significant results for the cohesion and coupling metrics. Another factor that deserves future attention is the issue of post-processing in the Cassiopeia model. As the coupling indexes are highly estimated and the indexed words have a strong correlation with the texts in that cluster, it would be interesting to employ a technique to transform these words into categories and thereby further improve knowledge discovery in texts.
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